Workshop

ORGANIC CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

The Synergistics of the Toyota Kata & TWI

3-day workshop integrates two distinct Lean business tools:
Toyota Kata & Training Within Industry (TWI)
Job Instruction

A blend of Toyota Kata and TWI is now recognized as the critical components to a successful Lean initiative. For too long, too many organizations have pursued the Lean chimera with illusionary results.

Now, the metro Gulf Coast is afforded with access to the secret sauce that Toyota has hidden in plain sight for over 50 years. If your Lean Sensei can’t deliver TWI or coach the Toyota Kata, maybe it’s time to seek out the experts.

Guide your Lean initiatives to success
- Recognize the components of a continuous improvement dynamic
- Distinguish the differences between improvement and problem solving
- Understand the role of standardization in improvement
- Appreciate the role of on the job training in standardization
- Distinguish instruction, coaching, mentoring, and teaching
- Understand the development of a continuous improvement system

Learn More
tmacteex.org/oci

$1,463 per student